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THE TRU TEN-TON CALIFORNIUM SHIPPING CONTAINER 

B. B, Klima and L. B. Shappert 

ABSTRACT 

The TRU Ten-Ton Californium Shipping Container (DOT 
Special Permit No. 571+0) was designed to transport large 
quantities of any isotope of americium, curium, berkelium, 
californium, einsteinium, and fermium in the solid form. 
This report describes the container, its operating charac-
teristics and procedures, and includes an analytical evalua-
tion made to demonstrate its compliance with the regulations 
governing packages in which radioactive material is shipped. 
Computational procedures were used to determine the struc-
tural integrity and thermal behavior of the container with 
respect to the general standards for packaging, structural 
standards, standards for normal conditions of transport, 
and the standards for the hypothetical accident conditions. 
Results of this evaluation show that the container complies 
with all the applicable regulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When a package containing radioactive or fissile material is 
shipped from one location to another, the package is subject to regula-
tions governing its structural integrity and shielding and heat dissi-
pation capabilities, For AEC contractors these regulations are set 
forth in Chapter 0$29 of the United States Atomic Eheigy Commission 

1 
Manual. To secure approval for shipment, it must be shown by test, 
experimental, or computational methods that the package complies with 
these regulations. The TRU Ten-Ton Californium Shipping Container was 
analyzed and was found to comply with the applicable regulations; the 
results of the evaluation are reported here. In addition, other informa-
tion, such as general operating procedures which may be of value to 
users of this cask, is presented. Copies of the Special DOT Permit 
Number 571+0, which was issued together with the revisions to the permit, 
will be found in the Appendix, 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTAINER 

The cask consists of two 66-in.-diam hemispherical ends joined by 
a 6-in. cylindrical section (see Fig. 1). The inner cylindrical cavity 
is 3 in. in diameter by 6 in. long, This cavity is shielded by 32 inches 
of Blackburn Limonite concrete whose density is approximately 175 lb/ft3. 
The outer shell is 1/2-in.-thick stainless steel. The inner cavity shell 
is 1-in.-thick stainless steel. Upper and lower ball valves at the ends 
of the inner cylindrical cavity isolate and seal the cavity. The typical 
ball valve, ball valve operator, and seal plug arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 2. These ball valves are located at the ends of concrete-filled 
plugsj the plugs, in turn, are bolted to the external surface of the sphere. 
The plugs are gasketed and, in addition, are covered with a bolted, gas-
keted, cover plate. The top ball valve and plug may be replaced by other 
plugs permitting multiple source shipments (see Fig. 3). When this latter 
configuration is used, the line of containment provided by the ball valve 
seals will be replaced by confining the sources in all welded capsules. 
All exposed steel in the cask, both internal and external, is 30i;L stain-
less. The container weight is 11-3/U tons. 

The cask will be used to transport isotopes of Am, Cm, Bk, Cf, 
and Fm as a solid, either metal, oxide, or dry chloride or nitrate sa. 
All of these isotopes are either a, {3, or y emitters, fission spontane-
ously or have a fission cross section. The maximum quantity of any source 
shipped will be 50 grams; in addition, the isotopes of a*sAm, ^ ^ m , 
S47Cm, 249Cf, and 8 6 1Cf will be limited to a combined total of 10 grams 1 which is a "large quantity" as defined in AECM-0529, 

Any shipment will be limited to a combined neutron and gamma rate 
less than 10 mrem/hr at 6 ft and 200 mrem/hr at the surface and a heat 
load of 171 Btu/hr. For shipments where the dose is essentially all from 
fission neutrons, this is equivalent to a neutron source of approximately 
2 .5 x 1010 neutrons/sec. The exact source limit will be det^ dned 
experimentally. 

2 

All sources will be contained in a 2R container made of stainless 
steel or other materials having equivalent physical strength and fire 
resistance. 
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Fig. 1. TRU Ten-Ton Californium Shipping Container. 
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Most shipments will be transported by an exclusive use vehicle in 
which case the limiting dose rate is 10 mrem/hr 6 ft from the cask surface 
(the cask surface is equivalent to the closed vehicle surface for the 
shipping configuration used). Occasionally it may be necessary to trans-
port the cask by common carrier, in which case the dose rate will be 
limited to 10 mrem/hr 3 ft from the cask surface. 

3. SUMMARY OF CASK OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Computational procedures were used to determine the structural 
integrity and thermal behavior of the TRU Ten-Ton Californium Shipping 
Container with respect to the applicable standards for normal conditions 
of transport, and the standards for the hypothetical accident conditions. 

The results of this analysis show that the cask possesses sufficient 
structural integrity and heat transfer capability to meet or exceed the 
applicable requirements of the xegulations. Table 3.1 presents a summary 
of the significant operating characteristics, some of which are deter-
mined in the analysis. 

Table 3.1 . Significant Cask Operating Characteristics 

Design heat source 50 watts (171 Btu/hr) 
Ambient temperature 13C °F 
Cavity operating pressure Atmospheric (normal) 

Maximum Temperatures: Normal Transport Hypothetical 
(Source plus solar 
heat load) 

fire 
(1U75°F for 30 min) 

Outer surface of cask 190°F 
Inner Silicone seals 310°F 317°F 
Inner cavity wall 330 °F 380 °F 

1*. GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES 

This section explains in general terms some design features and 
operating principles required in the use of the carrier. 
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ij.,1 Loading of Carrier 

U.I .1 Packaging 

All sources (metal, oxides, or salts) are to be contained in a 
sealed stainless steel, or equivalent, container which provides similar 

p sealing characteristics as might be expected from, a 2R container. 

The container may be used to carry a single source (see Fig, 2) or 
may be fitted with a basket to carry up to five sources as shown in ORNL 
Dwg. M-11230-EN-017 Rev. 1 (see Fig. 3). 

When used to carry a single package the maximum size must be 3-in 
diam by 6-in.-high. When multiple packages are shipped the maximum size 
must be 0.8-in.-diam by 6-in.-high. 

It.1.2 Loading of Carrier - Single Package 

The carrier may be loaded with a single package through the top 
from a shielded cubicle or in a pool or through the bottom through a 
chute from a cell. 

Top Loading. — When loading a package of a diameter 1-ss than 1 i n . 
an insert must be used to center the package in the cavity. After removing 
the top cover plate and top central plug the carrier is placed into a pool, 
or located under the shielded cubicle, the top valve opened, and the pack-
age lowered into position. The top valve is then closed and the plug and 
cover plate are replaced. 

Packages having a diameter greater than 1.5 in. but less than or 
equal to 3.0 in. can only be top loaded. The top U-in.-diam shield plug 
housing the top ball valve must be removed and the package lowered into 
the cavity. The top plug and cover plate are then replaced. 

Bottom Loading. — Only single packages of a diameter less than 1 in, 
can be bottom loaded. In this operation the bottom center shield plug is 
removed, the carrier positioned over a loading chute, and mated to a pedes-
tal, forming a seal. The top central plug is then removed and the top and 
bottom valves opened. The package is then raised into the cavity by means 
of a lifting device and the bottom valve closed. The lifting device is 
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then withdrawn, checked for contamination and decontaminated, if re-
quired. The top valve is then closed and the top and bottom plugs 
replaced. 

U.1.3 Loading of Carrier - Multiple Packages 

When multiple units are handled they must be top-loaded. This is 
done one at a time by removing the central plug and lowering one package 
into a compartment of the basket; or the basket me.y be removed, loaded, 
and then replaced in the cavity. 

U.1.U Check for Compliance to Radiation Standards 

After loading, the carrier is checked for compliance to the DOT 
standards (see Sect. 5.7), which are a combined neutron and gamma rate 
of less than 10 mrem/hr at 6 ft and 200 mrem/hr at the cask surface. 

U.1.5 Check for Contamination 

Transferable contamination levels on the exterior will be checked 
and limited to less than 30 d/m/100 cm2 alpha and 1000 d/m/100 cm2 beta-
gamma . 

il.1.6 Cask Leak Test 

The cask seals must be checked prior to shipment by subjecting them 
to a 15 psig air pressure test. The shield plugs are sealed and the 
pressure applied through the tubing fitting at the top of the cask. 

U.1.7 Attachment to Trailer 

After the leak check is completed and the cask checked for contamina-
tion, it is mounted on the trailer using the anchor bolts and tie-downs 
provided. Seal wires are provided for all bolts. 
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k .2 Unloading of Cask 

li.2.1 Preparation of Cask for Unloading 

Upon arrival at the unloading site, the carrier will be vented 
through a valve on the top vent connection with a suitable trap or filter 
to permit checking for possible package failure during shipment. 

2|.2.2 Carrier Unloading 

Single Package. — Single packages having a diameter less than 1 .5 in. 
may be either top or bottom unloaded. When top unloaded, the carrier is 
located either in a pool or under a shielded plug. The top central plug 
is then removed, the top valve opened, and the package removed by means 
of a lifting device. 

When bottom unloaded, after removing the bottom center plug, the 
carrier is positioned over a loading chute and mated to a pedestal form-
ing a seal. The top center plug is then removed and the top valve opened. 
A lifting device is then lowered into the cavity to engage the package 
and the package is then raised off the bottom valve. The bottom valve is 
then opened and the package lowered into the cell and released. The 
lifting tool is then removed, decontaminated if necessary, and the top 
and bottom plugs replaced. 

Packages having a diameter greater than 1 b u t less than or equal 
to 3.0 in. must be top unloaded by removing the top U-in.-diam plug. 

Multiple Packages. — Multiple packages loaded into the basket assem-
bly must be top unloaded. This may be done singularly by removing the 
top central plug and lowering a lifting device to engage the package and 
lift it into a shielded cellj or all of the packages may be unloaded 
simultaneously in the basket by removing the top shield plug and using 
a lifting device to remove the loaded basket. 

U.2.3 Preparation of Cask for Return Shipment 

After unloading, the cask is removed from its unloading position and 
the top shield plug removed so that the carrier cavity may be checked for 
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contamination. The shield plugs are then reinstalled and the carrier 
leak-checked to ascertain that all seals are intact. Finally, prior to 
installation on the trailer, the cask surface is checked for contamination. 

5. CALCULATIONS SHOWING COMPLIANCE OF THE TRU lO-TON 
CALIFORNIUM SHIPPING CONTAINER TO THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

OF AEC MANUAL CHAPTER 0529 

5.1 General Standards for All Packaging 

Calculations are shown where applicable. All stresses will be com-
pared to a tensile yield stress of 30,000 psi and a shear yield stress 
of 15,000 psi for the type 30i;L stainless steel which was used to fabri-
cate this cask. 

5.1.1 Lifting Devices 

It is required that the lifting device, which is a structural part 
of the package, shall be capable of supporting three times the weight of 
the loaded package without generating stress in any material of the pack-
age in excess of its yield strength. 

Shear in Lifting Device. - There are eight 1-in.-thick lifting 
ribs equally spaced around the top of the cask, each with a U-in.-diam 
hole centered 5 in. from the edge of the rib (see Fig. U). 

The cask is normally lifted with an eye and cable sling through 
two or four ribs. For this analysis, lifting through one rib will be 
considered and a safety factor of three times the nominal weight of 
the cask will be used. The load per rib is therefore: 

L = FW (1) 

where 

L = rib load, lb, 

F = safety factor, 3, 

W = weight of cask, 23,500 lb. 
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Substituting 
L « 3 (23,500) = 70,500 lb load per rib. 

The minimum area of the rib that resists the load in double shear is 

A = YTX 

where 

A = minimum area of rib, sq in., 
Y = factor for double shear, 2, 
T = thickness of rib, 1 in., 
X = minimum distance between hole and outer surface of rib 

(metal thickness), 3 in. 

ORNL DWG 7 1 - 7 8 3 5 

Fig. U. Lifting Rib. 
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A = 2 (1) (3) = 6 sq in. (2a) 
» 

The shear stress (S ) in one rib is therefore: 

s 

Ss = | = = 11,750 psi (< 15,000 psi) (3) 

Thus, the metal thickness for the lifting rib is adequate. 
Shear in Weld Between Rib and Cask Body (see Fig. 5). — In consider-

ing the effect of shear stress in the weld between a rib and the cask 
body, a weld efficiency of is assumed. 

The nominal thickness of the weld may be calculated! 

where 

t = nominal weld thickness, in., 

L = rib load, 70,500 lb, 

9 = factor for fillet welds (see Fig. 5), 0.707, 

S = weld length, 1*3 in., 

T = allowable shear stress, 15,000 psi, 

s - weld efficiency, 0.50. 

The required thickness of the weld is therefore: t = 70,500/(0.707)(i;3)(15,000)(.50) = 0.309 in. (< 0.375 in.) (l*a) 
Therefore, the 3/8 in. fillet weld is adequate and capable of supporting 
three times the weight of the package without generating stresses in 
excess of the yield strength. 

If the lifting ribs were to fail at the lifting hole, it would not 
impair the containment or shielding properties of the package. If the 
lifting ribs failed at the weld to the body, it might result in holes in 
the outside shell of the containment package; this, however, would not 
impair the containment nor would it affect the shielding properties of 
the package. 
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ORNL DWG 7 0 - 8 9 3 3 

Fig. 5. Cross Section of a Fillet Weld. 

5.1.2 Tie-Down Devices 

The package will be tied down to a special trailer similar to that 
shown in Fig, 6. The trailer is a 30-ton-capacity trailer which has a 
frame reinforced by an 8-in.-wide flanged I beam. The cask is bolted by 
means of eight 2 in. bolts to a 1 in. thick steel deck. The cask is 
centered on the deck by four chocks which will also steady the load. Four 
7/8 in. cables attached to four of the lifting lugs are provided to addi-
tionally steady the load. In the following tie-down analysis the stresses 
are examined in the eight bolts which constitute the package tie-down; no 
credit is taken for the four chocks and the four 7/8-in. cable tie-downs. 

Paragraph II.A.U of the regulations requires that if there is a 
system of tie-down devices which is a structural part of the package, the 
system shall be capable of withstanding, without generating stress in any 
material of the package in excess of its yield strength, a static force 
applied to the center of gravity of the package having a vertical compo-
nent of two times the weight of the package with its contents, a horizontal 
component along the direction in which the vehicle travels of ten times the 
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weight of the package with its contents, and a horizontal component in 
the transverse direction of five times the weight of the package with its 
contents. 

Eight 2-in.-diam (l*-1/2 threads per inch) mild steel holts are used 
to tie down the cask to the had plate. Each of these bolts has a maximum 
tensile load rating of 11*0,000 lb and a shear load rating of 1*5,000 psi. 

Tiedown Analysis. - To analyze the tiedown system the cask is con-
sidered as a eantilevered beam. The tiedown bolts are in a circular 
pattern. For computational purposes the base is considered to be a circle 
of a diameter of the minimum distance across the flats of the octagon 
(see Fig. 7). 

The method (3) used to determine the tiedown bolt loadings was derived 
elsewhere, therefore, only the necessary equations and theory are developed 
here. At the plane of attachment the cross section of the hypothetical 
beam consists of the bolts loaded in tension and a strip, a, loaded in 
compression as shown in Fig. 8. It is obvious that the maximum stress 
occurs at this plane. Since the geometry is considered to be circular, it 
is a computational advantage to combine the 5W and 10W loads vectorially. 

P = [(5W)2 + (10W)2] 1 / 2 = 11 .18W . (5) 

wheret 

W » weight of cask. 

The line of action of P has been taken as the X axis, which is rotated 
from the direction of travel by an angle a, as shown in Fig. 8. 

a = tan"1 = 26.6° . 

The neutral Y axis shown in Fig. 8 must first be located. The values of 
the distance from the edge of the baseplate and the neutral axis for the 
eight bolts, see Fig. 8, are shown in Table 5.1 . 
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Using the calculationa! techniques derived in ref. 3, the data 
presented in Table 5.1 and Figs. 7 and 8, the following data were 
determined. 

9 = angle defining edge of neutral axis = 36.6° 

a = distance of neutral axis Y from edge of plate « 6.61 in. 

I = moment of inertia of section resisting bending = 22,61+0 in.4 

Table 5.1 . Values of b and F 

b 
b 

(b - a) b 2 

bl = 33.5 - 28 (Cos 18 .it0) = 6.93 0.32 0.10 

b* = 33.5 - 28 (Cos 26.6°) s 8.2*6 1 .85 71.57 

b3 - 33.5 - 28 (Cos 63.k°) - 20.96 1U.35 205.92 

*>4 = 33.5 - 28 (Cos 71 .6°) = 2U.66 18.05 325.80 

bi = 33.5 + 28 (Cos 71.6°) = b2 .3h 35.73 1276.63 

ba - 33.5 + 28 (Cos 63 .h°) = h6.0h 39 .hi 155U.72 

b7 = 33.5 + 28 (Cos 26.6°) = 58.5U 51.93 2696.72 

ba = 33.5 + 28 (Cos 18.1*°) = 60.07 53 .U6 2857.97 

2b = 268.00 SB2 8989 ,h3 

where 

b = distance, centerline bolt from edge of plate, inches, 

b = distance, centerline bolt from neutral axis Y, inches. 
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ORNL DWG 71 - 10839 

Fig. 7. Tiedown Analysis Computational Model. 
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ORNL DWG 71-10835 

Pig. 8. Computational Model to Determine Bolt Loadings 
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From these data the bending stress, Sg, in the most distant bolt from the 
neutral axis 

PZS 
S B = - ^ (7) 

_ 11.18 (23,500)(1|.2.0)(53.U6) 
22,61*0 

= 26,056 psi. 

where: 

P = combined X and Y loads = [see Eq. (5)], 

2 = moment arm = 1*2 in., 

b^ = distance neutral axis to most distant bolt = £3 ,k6 in. 

The direct tensile stress, S , distributed equally in all bolts 

„ _ 2W _ 2(23,500) _ p^i, n q i 

St ' NA " W J W " " 5 5 h P * ( } 

where: 

N = number of bolts = 8, 

A = cross sectional area of bolt = 2.300 sq in. 

The shearing stress, S , distributed equally in all bolts, neglecting s friction, 

„ P _ 11 .18 (23,500) . o R n /n\ 
s ^ NA 8(2 .300) 1 U > 2 8 0 P S 1 ' ( 9 ) 

From Mohr's circle of stress, the maximum stress in the most stressed 
b o l t (Smax> 

SB + St 
Smax 2 + 

s 
+ S 2 

2 

1/2 

= 26,056 + + [(26^056 + 2551*)* + ( l M Q o ) i 

= 3U,517 psi. 

(10) 

1/2 

It is therefore concluded that the tie-down system exceeds the require-
ments of the regulations since the computed maximum stress of 31*,517 psi 
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is less than the yield stress (11+0,000 psi) of the specified bolting 
material. 

Analysis of Stress in Weld Between Bottom Web, Strut, and Collar 
to the Base Plate. — The cask is held to the base plate by welding the 
bottom web strut and collar to the base plate. Since the bolts are 
strong enough to hold the base plate to the trailer, it must be demon-
strated that these welds will hold the cask to the base plate. There 
are eight bottom web struts and collars. The length and nominal dimen-
sion of each weld for each of the eight members are listed below: 

Collar to base plate weld, 1/1| in. fillet - 11 in. long, 

Web to base plate weld, 3/16 in. fillet - 2 x 1lu3 =28.6 in. long. 

The nominal shear area (A) for the welds is determined by: 

A = Ste (11) 

where: 
S = weld length -in., 

t = nominal weld thickness =in., 

9 = factor for fillet welds (see Fig. 5) =0.707. 

Collar to base plate weld (A ) (each): c 

A = (11)(1A)(0.707) - 1 .9U in.2 (11a) v 

Web to base plate weld (A^) (each): 

Aw - (28.6)(3/16)(0.707) = 3.79 in.2 (11b) 

The total shear area is therefore: 

A (total) = 8 (A + A w) = 8 (1,9h + 3.79) = M in.2 (12) 

The average shear stress (T. ) in the weld is therefore: 

vT 

Tw = | = = 5,732 psi (< 15,000 psi) (13) 

where: P = the horizontal force imposed (see Eq. 5) = 262,7U0 lb. 
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This analysis indicates that the bottom web strut and collar weld to the 
base plate is adequate to withstand the lateral and longitudinal loads. 

5 .2 Compliance With Structural Standards for 
Large Quantity Packaging 

5.2.1 Load Resistance 

When regarded as a simple beam supported at its ends along any major 
axis, the cask must be capable of withstanding a static load normal to 
and uniformly distributed along its length that is equal to five times 
its fully loaded weight without generating stress in any material of the 
cask in excess of its yield strength. Since this cask approximates a 
sphere, this requirement is not applicable. 

5.2.2 External Pressure 

Paragraph II .B.2 requires that the shipping package be adequate to 
assure that the vessel will suffer no loss of contents if subjected to 
an external pressure of 25 psig. The maximum external pressure which 
may be withstood by the spherical shell, assuming no support from the 
reinforcing steel or from the concrete, may be calculated^ as follows: 

T5 B 8 6 0 0 1 OO * 

a " " 3 T S 7 0 3 = 1 3 2 P S 1 

where s 

P = allowable working pressure = psi, 

el 

B = factor (ref. 5) = 8600, 

L.j = inside radius of spherical shell = 32.5 in., 
t^ = thickness of spherical shell = 0.5 in. 

The spherical shell of the cask is therefore sufficiently thick to with-
stand a 25 psi external pressure; however, in addition, the internal 
reinforced concrete shield completely eliminates the possibility of the 
shell buckling under external pressure. 
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In addition, all openings to the cask cavity are gasketed and are 
not expected to leak under 25 psi external pressure . The regulations 
are therefore met. 

5.3 Criticality Standards for Fissile Material Packages 

The concrete shielding provides almost complete neutron isolation. 
The analysis for the single container given below will be adequate for 
an infinite array of similar containers. 

5 .3 .1 Evaluation of a Single Package 

Criticality Analysis. — A criticality analysis of many of the fission-
able transuranium isotopes has been made Results indicate that the mini-
mum critical mass of a43Am, s46Cm, a47Cm, s49Cf, and 2B1Cf when optimally 
moderated and reflected is 10 grams or greater. Other isotopes of Am, Cm, 
Bk, Cf, Es, and Fm have greater critical masses than the 50 gram quantity 
allowed for each shipment. The source is dry and contained in a 2R or 
equivalent container inside the cask and has a minimum of two lines of 
containment (see Figs. 2 and 3) other than the 2R container. The proba-
bility of all lines of containment failing at the time in which the proper 
quantities of water are available for optimum moderation and reflection 
is considered impossible. 

Other calculations made to determine the critical mass in an un-
7 

moderated, water or steel reflected system, which more nearly corresponds 
to the situation in the cask, indicates critical masses of those investi-
gated in the kilogram range (lowest was s42"mAm at 3.8 kg). 

Since the cask effectively isolates the contents from neutron inter-
action with packages of similar design, unlimited numbers could be stacked 
together with no criticality problem occurring. Thus, the package is 
adequate for Fissile Class I shipments. 

5.1+ Compliance With Standards for Normal Conditions of Transport 

Paragraph II.E. requires that the normal conditions of transport for 
a single package will not substantially reduce the effectiveness of the 
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package and that there will be no release of radioactive material from 
the containment vessel. 

This cask has no circulating coolant other than atmospheric air 
and no mechanical cooling device is required or provided; it is designed 
to preclude venting to the atmosphere under normal and accident condi-
tions of transport. Thus, there will be no release of radioactive mate-
rial from the containment vessel. 

The radioactive material is contained inside a 2R container which 
rests in the cask cavity. Silicone rubber seals are maintained in at 
least two locations in each penetration into the cavity. In addition, 
the loading and discharge plugs are protected by a gasketed flange 
which provides the tamper-proof feature of the cask. Simultaneous 
failure of all of these lines of containment under normal conditions of 
transport is considered not possible. 

5 .U .1 Thermal Analysis 

Heat load to be dissipated is 50 watts (171 Btu/hr). This heat is 
assumed to be all deposited at the inner cavity wall. The environmental 
temperature is assumed equal to 130°F. The thermophysical constants used 
in this analysis are tabulated in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2. Thermo-physical Constants of the TRU 10-Ton 
Californium Carrier 

Material 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

k (Btu hr~x ft"1 °F~1) 
Specific heat 

C (Btu lb"x °F"1) P 

Specific 
Weight 
p (lb/ft3) 

Limonite concrete* 0.8 0.25 175 

Air (32 °F) 0.01U 0.25 0.081 

(212°F) 0.018 0.25 0.060 

Stainless steel 10 0.12 500 

Measurements were recently made of the thermal conductivity of the Limonit 
concrete used to shield the TRU 10-Ton Californium Shipping Cask. Results' 
indicated k varied from 1 .09 to 1.21 as Q varied from 100 to 300 watts. 
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An analysis to include not only the heat from the source material 
being shipped, but also the effect of the solar heat load on the cask 
was made.^ Results indicated that with an ambient temperature of 130®F 
and a solar heat load the external surface temperature of the cask is 
expected to reach a maximum of 190°F and the silicone seal temperatures 
are expected to reach a maximum of 310°F; the wall of the inner cavity 
will reach a maximum of 330*F (see Fig. 9). The maximum estimated temper-
ature for the silicone seals are well below the maximum temperature 
(500°F) which they are capable of withstanding continuously, therefore, 
this type seal is adequate. 

5,h»2 Cask Pressurization 

The cask may have several cubic inches of water remaining trapped 
in the annular spaces of the penetrations after underwater loading 
followed by draining. After thermal equilibrium is established, the 
coolest temperature that trapped water vapor will see is 190°F. As a 
result, cavity pressure could approach 0.6 atmosphere due to water 
vaporization plus 0.2 atmosphere due to air expansion. Maximum oper-
ating pressure is not expected to exceed 1 atmosphere gauge. The two 
lines of silicone seals (see Fig, 2) will effectively contain this 
pressure, therefore, the effectiveness of the package will not be re-
duced as a result, 

5. h. 3 Other Appropriate Normal Conditions of Transport 
Cold. - The silicone rubber gaskets, and ball valve seals, will 

still operate and will not permit leakage due to cold resulting from an 
ambient temperature of -U0°F in still air and shade. Silicone rubber 
remains flexible to -70°F. The outer stainless steel shell is not 
subject to brittle fracture at -ii0°F. 

Pressure. - The cask and silicone rubber gaskets will withstand 
pressures in excess of 0.5 times atmospheric without failure. 

Vibration. - The cask, silicone rubber gaskets, ball valve and 
seals will withstand the vibrations normally incident to transport. 
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ORNL DWG 71 -9560 

TIME, min. 

Fig. 9. Calculated Temperature Effects on TRU 10-Ton Californium 
Shipping Container from Normal Transport Conditions including Solar Heat 
Load and the Hypothetical Accident Fire Conditions. 
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Free Drop. - Analysis of the cask indicates a 30-ft free drop will 
not damage the container nor the sealed inner container to the point 
where external leakage would occur. Thus the cask is capable of with-
standing a 2-ft drop and still meet the normal conditions of transport. 

Penetration. - Impact of the flat circular end of a vertical steel 
cylinder 1-1A in. in diameter and weighing 13 lb, dropped from a height 
of It ft, will not puncture the 1/2-in, -thick stainless steel exterior 
surface of the cask, nor are there any vulnerable appurtenances that 
could be damaged by such an impact. 

5.5 Standards for hypothetical Accident Conditions 
for a Single Package 

The hypothetical accident conditions, given in Annex II of AEJCM-
0529 (Ref. 1), involve a 30-ft drop, a 1*0-in. drop onto a piston, a fire, 
and submergence under water. Paragraph II.P. 1 of the regulations requires 
that these conditions be applied to the cask in sequence and, as a result, 
the reduction in shielding would not be sufficient to increase the ex-
ternal radiation dose rate to more than 1000 mr/hr at a distance of 3 ft 
from the outside surface of the package and no radioactive material would 
be released from the package except for gases containing total radio-
activity exceeding neither 0.1$ of the total radioactivity of the contents 
of the package nor 0,01 curie of Group I radionuclides, 0.5 curie of 
Group II radionuclides, and 1000 curies of inert gas. 

5.5.1 Free Drop 

A free drop through a distance of 30 ft onto a flat essentially 
unyielding horizontal surface striking the surface in a position for 
which maximum damage is expected. 

A series of tests were performed at the Brookhaven National Labora-
tory in which three concrete shielded waste vault containers were dropped 
30 ft onto a 10-in.-thick slab of armor plate.10 The container, whose 
outside dimensions were h ft by 8 ft by h ft, designed with a concrete 
shielding thickness of 17 in. survived the impact with only hairline 
cracks observable. Its shielding efficiency was reportedly unimpaired. 
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Thus, for the TRU 10-Ton Cask it is anticipated that gross frac-
turing of concrete will occur only at the point of impact and that 
cracking, while it may progress into the concrete, will take place along 
irregular boundaries; the reinforcing will hold the concrete together. 
The outer shell will prevent the loss of fractured pieces, and radiation 
streaming through the cracks is expected to be negligible. The dose 
rate is, therefore, expected to increase to a level much less than 1000 
mr/hr as permitted in the regulations. 

The diameter of the sphere is not expected to change significantly 
in this impact. Criticality will not be affected and the ability of the 
cask to dissipate heat will be only slightly affected. 

5.5.2 Puncture 

A free drop through a distance of k0 in., striking in a position 
maximum damage is expected, the top end of a vertical cylindrical mild 
steel bar mounted on an essentially unyielding horizontal surface, The 
bar shall be 6 in. in diameter, with the top horizontal and its edge 
rounded to a radius of not more than one-quarter inch, and of such length 
as to cause maximum damage to the package, but not less than 8 in. long, 

Puncture Analysis. - A testing program^ to evaluate the resistance 
to puncture of cast 2 in. by U in. by 8 in, Limonite concrete bricks was 
carried out, These, approximate twelfth scale, 16 lb concrete bricks 
covered with 30 mil stainless steel sheet were dropped from h0 in. onto 
a 1/2-in. -diam punch. The 30 mil stainless steel sheet covering the 
brick did not puncture; there was, however, extensive fracture of the 
brick. Some fracture of the Limonite aggregate occurred. Full size 
aggregate was used in all tests. To estimate the effect of the puncture 
test on the full size cask, these tests were scaled up based on the 
linear dimension of the punch (a factor of 12). The scaled up weight 
of the test is then 16 lb by (12)3 or 27,61*8 lb and the scaled up shell 
or cover plate thickness is 0.030 in. by 12 or 0.36 in. Since the 
full size cask weighs 23*500 lb, its 1/2 in. steel shell will be adequate 
to resist puncture in the prescribed test of a hQ-in. drop on a 6-in.-
diam piston. 
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5.5,3 Thermal 

Exposure for 30 min within a source of radiant heat having a tempera-
ture of 1li75°F and an emissivity coefficient of 0.9, or equivalent. For 
calculation purposes, it shall be assumed that the package has an absorp-
tion coefficient of 0,8. The package shall not be cooled artificially 
until after the 30-min test period has expired and the temperature at the 
center of the package has begun to fall. 

Transient Analysis. - A two-dimensional cylindrical (ref. 9) model has 
been chosen for the analysis using the general heat transfer computer 
program HEATING 3. The 50-watt internal heat generation was assumed 
uniformly distributed in the inner container which is 3.0 in. in diameter 
and 6.113 in. long. This heat load is released to 130°F ambient air by 
combined radiation and natural convection heat transfer. Radiation 
emissirities were assumed to be 0.5 for internal surfaces (air gaps) and 
0.8 for the external ones. Temperature dependent conductivities were 
used for stainless steel and air while the rest of the properties are 
considered to be constant. The source material properties were assumed 

p 
to be the same as aluminum. A solar heat flux of 90 Btu/hr'ft averaged 
over the entire cask surface was chosen using 0.3 daily averaging factor 
and 0.7 for the earth's atmosphere transmittance. 

For the 30-minute fire test a 1ii75°F fire was assumed to radiate 
heat into the cask with 0.9 flame emissivity. As seen in Fig. 9, the 
surface temperature rises very fast to a maximum of 1390°F, while the 
center of the cask is hardly effected. The slow response of the center 
of the cask is a result of its large concrete mass and small internal 
heat generation. As conditions are set back to normal, the temperature 
at the center of the cask still continues to rise at a very slow rate. 
Regulations specify that "the package shall not be cooled artificially 
until three hours after the test period". The rate of temperature rise 
at the end of 3 hours is very small at which point the maximum tempera-
tures achieved (380°F for the inner cavity and 317°F for the seal) are 
well below the temperature of 500°F for which silicone rubber is capable 
of withstanding continuously. Therefore, the inner seals will be ex-
pected to be effective after exposure to the "theoretical" fire. 
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As an indication of the conservative nature of these calculations, 
the data reported in Table 5.3 indicates the temperature measured at 

12 
various depths in concrete when exposed to a 1300°F (700°C) fire, only 
175°F below that required in the regulations. This data confirms the 
fact that the fire will not affect the concrete to any great depth. 

Table 5.3. Measured Temperatures in Concrete 
Exposed to a 1300°F Fire (ref. 12) 

Temperature Temperature 
Distance from After 15 Min After 30 Min 
Face (in.) (^F) (°F) 

1/2 716 950 

1 356 608 

2 158 230 

Cavity Pressurization. - The temperature of the inner silicone 
seals remains well within their operating temperature limit and will 
maintain their sealing capability throughout the fire. The external 
silicone seals will probably be destroyed with fire. The inner cavity 
temperature is raised by only 50°F to 380°F as a result of the fire, 
therefore, the pressure in the inner container will not be changed 
appreciably. 

Cask Pressurization. - If the cask is Involved xn a fire, a certain 
amount of moisture may be driven out of the concrete. 

To eliminate any pressure buildup problem, three fusible plugs are 
incorporated in the package. One of these is located in the outer shell. 
The other two are located in the upper and lower protective covers. 
These plugs are designed to melt out at temperatures less than 500°F and 
greater than 250°F. No significant pressure is expected to build up in 
the shielding cavity. The effectiveness of the cask will not be impaired. 
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5.5.k Water Immersion 

Immersion in water for 2k hours to a depth of at least three feet. 

Water Immersion Analysis. - After the fire, water can penetrate the 
outer shell through the fusible plug holes which will have melted. How-
ever, no criticality problem exists since the quantity of materials 
carried are too small, the inner seals will still be effective, and no 
loss of contents due to leaching can be postulated. 

5.6 Evaluation of An Array of Packages of Fissile Material 

The 32.5-in. radius of concrete surrounding the fissile material 
provides essentially complete isolation of the material. The hypotheti-
cal accident condition is not expected to change the container dimensions 
significantly (see Sect. 5.5). Not more than a total of 10 grams of the 
fissionable isotopes will be in any one shipment. It, therefore, follows 
that an infinite number of identical containers in the damaged condition 
can be placed in the closest possible proximity to one another with no 
increase in reactivity of the assembly. We have, therefore, requested 
this container be approved as a Fissile Class I Package based on the 
assessment given in Sect. 5.3.1. 

5.7 Shielding Analysis 

The Department of Transportation regulations U9CER 173.393(i) specify 
the dose limits applicable to sole use transport vehicles as 1000 mr/hr 
at 3 ft from the external surface of the package (closed transport vehicle 
only), 200 mr/hr at any point on the external surface of the car or vehicle 
(closed transport vehicle), 10 mr/hr at 6 ft from the external surface of 
the vehicle, and 2 mr/hr in any normally occupied position in the vehicle. 

When the TRU 10-Ton Californium Shipping Container is shipped exclu-
sive use on an open trailer, which is the normal shipping mode, the ex-
ternal surface of the container is considered to be the external surface 
of the closed transport vehicle. Consequently, the six feet from the 
external surface of the vehicle is considered to be six feet from the 
external surface of the container. 
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The Department of Transportation regulations U9CFR 173.393(0 and 
173.389(i)(1) specify the dose limits applicable to shipment by common 
carrier to be 200 mr/hr at the cask surface and 10 mr/hr at 3 ft from 
the accessible surface of the package. 

The quantity of material shipped will be limited to meet these 
radiation limits. 

The shielding of the container of 1-1/2 in. of stainless steel 
(1 in. internal and 1/2 in. external) and 32 in. of Blackburn Limonite 
concrete (175 lb/ft3) has proven satisfactory to shield the quantities 
of radionuclides permitted. Each loading of the container is tested 
prior to shipment for compliance to the mode of transportation applicable. 

6. LIST OF DRAWINGS 

Title Drawing No. 

Modified Plug to Handle Multiple Items M-11230- EN-017-D-1 
Shipping Carrier Assembly M-11230-•EN-001 -D-2 
Shipping Carrier Weldment M-11230- EN-002-D 
Shipping Carrier - Detail Sheet No. 1 M-11230-•EN-003-D 
Shipping Carrier - Detail Sheet No. 2 M-1123O-EN-OOI4.-D 
Shipping Carrier - Detail Sheet No. 3 M-11230- EN-005-D 
Shipping Carrier - Detail Sheet No. h M-11230- EN-006-D 
Shipping Carrier - Detail Sheet No. 5 M-11230- M-007-D 
Shipping Carrier - Detail Sheet No. 6 M-11230- EN-008-D 
Shipping Carrier Skid Assembly and Details M-11230-•EN-009-D 
Shipping Carrier Skid Assembly - Detail Sheet 7 M-11230-•EN-010-D 
Shipping Carrier - Skid Assembly - Detail Sheet 8 M-11230- EN-011-D 
Shipping Carrier Trailer Modification Assembly M-11230-•EN-012-D 
Shipping Carrier Trailer Modification Trailer 

Frame Modification Details 
Shipping Carrier Trailer Modification Details 
Shipping Carrier Trailer Modification Rear 

Tie-Down Bracket Details 

M-11230-EM-013-D 
M-11230-EN-01U-D 

M-11230-EN-015-D 
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Title Drawing No . 

Shipping Carrier Trailer Modification Lighting 
Housing Details M-11230-EN-016-D 

TRU 10-Ton Californium Shipping Container M-12166-CD-019-D-1 

Existing Trailer Frame Details S-1111+7-EF-006-D 
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September 10, 1968 
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D E P A R T M E N T O F T R A N S P O R T A T I O N 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 205*0 

SPECIAL PERMIT NO, 57^0 

This special permit is issued pursuant to 49 CFR 170.13 of 
the Department of Transportation (DOT) Hazardous Materials 
Regulations, as amended, and on the basis of your petition 
of August 2, 1968. 
1. The OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY, is hereby authorized 
to ship radioactive material, n.o.s., further described as 
large quantities of transplutonium radionuclides in normal 
form under the provisions of 49 CFR 173.393(f)(9), in 
accordance with the provisions of the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission (USAEC), Oak Ridge Operations Office, approval 
dated July 9, 1968, and as further provided for herein. 
2. The authorized packaging shall consist of a 66-inch 
diameter spherical cask vreldment with a 1/2 inch thick 
stainless steel outer shell and a one-Inch thick steel 
inner shell with the intervening cavity filled with 32 
inch thickness of Blackburn Limonite concrete. The con-
tents shall be contained within a DOT Specification 2R 
container of stainless steel within the inner cylindrical 
cavity, 3 inches in diameter by 6 inches long. The cask 
weight is 11 3/4 tons. The package is identified as the 
TRU Ten Ton Californium Shipping Container, Model ORNL 
10-S-21-211, and is described on ORNL Drawing Numbers M-
12166-CD-019-D-1 and 67-9815R2. 
3. The closure device must have affixed to it a tamperproof 
lock wire and seal, or equivalent, adequate to prevent inadver-
tent opening of the container, and of a type that must be 
broken if the package is opened. 
4. The authorized contents of each package shall consist of 
large quantities of group I radionuclides in normal form, 
including any radioisotope of americium, curium, berkelium, 
californium, einsteinium, or fermium as a solid metal, oxide, 
or dried chloride or nitrate salt. The maximum quantity of 
any of the above radionuclides shall be $0 grams, except for 
the following, which are limited to 10 grams (combined) per 
container: americlum-242, curium-245, curlum-247, califomium-
249, and californium-252. 
5. Prior to each shipment authorized by this permit, the 
consignee, shall be notified of the dates of shipment and 
expected arrival. 
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Continuation of SP 5740 page 2 

6. The outside of each package shall be plainly and durably 
marked "DOT SP 5740" and "RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL", in connection 
with and in addition to the other markings and labels prescribed 
by the DOT regulations. Each shipping paper Issued in connec-
tion with shipments made under this permit must bear the nota-
tion "DOT SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 5740" In connection with the 
commodity description thereon. 
7. Shipments are authorized only by motor vehicle. 
8. The shipper must furnish a record of experience to the 
Board if any extension or amendment to the permit Is requested. 
This report must Include the approximate number of packages 
shipped and the number of packages Involved In any loss of 
contents. The modes of transportation used for these shipments 
must also be shown. 
9. This permit does not constitute operating authority such 
as Is required in order to lawfully perform for-hlre trans-
portation, nor shall.lt be construed as support for an applica-
tion seeking such authority. 
10. This permit shall expire September 15» 1970. 
Issued at Washington, D.C., this 10th day of September 1968. 

I t t . g . j ^ J t y 
W. R. Flste 
For the Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 

Address all Inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Materials 
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Washington, D.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits. 

W i , 
Bureau of Explosives, AAR 
Federal Highway Administration 
Atomic Energy Control Board, Canada 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Mr. Kaye 
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REVISED SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 57**0 

Pursuant? to 49 C?R 170.13 of tho Department of Transportation 
(DOT) Hazardous Materials Regulations, as amended, and on the 
has la of tho January 27, 1969, petition by the Oak Bids® 
National Laboratory, Oak Ricl̂ o, Tennessee: 
Spocial Permit 13o. 57^0, authorising tho shipment of large 
quantities of tronsplutonium radionuclides in the TRU Ten 
Ton Californium Shipping Container, i3 hereby amended by 
chansins parocraphs (l) and (4) to road as follows: 

Tho V. S. ATOMIC ENERGY C0IIIIII3SI0N and its 
contractors and licensees aro hereby authorized 
to ship radioactive material, n.o.s*, further 
described as largo quantities of transplutonlum 
radionuclides in norraal form, in accordance with 
the provisions of the U. S. Atonic Energy Commis-
sion ( U & A I S C ) , Oak Ridge Operations Office, approval 
doted July 9, 1968, and as further provided for 
herein. Each user of this permit shall register 
his identity with this Board prior to his first 
use of tho permit. 

The authorised contents of each package shall 
consist of lsr-jo quantities of group I radionuclides 
in.normal form, including any radioisotope of onicr-
lciuw, curium, berkellum, californium, einstoinium, 
or ferraiuia as a solid aetal, oxide, or dried chloride 
or nitrate salt. The maxiwura quantity of any of the 
above radionuclides shall be 50 grams, except for the 
following, which are limited "to 10 grams (combined) 
per container: aiaericiura-2̂ 2, curium-2^5* curiuni-2^7# 
califoroiurn-2^9* and californiua-251." 

All other terms of the permit renjain unchanged. The complete 
periait currently in effect consists of the original issue and 
this revision. 
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Issued at Washington, D.C.: 

« I* • V At* be 
For the Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 

Address all Inquiries to: Secretary, Hozardous K&fceriols 
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Washington, B.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits. 

Pistt a, d, h, 1 
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SECOND REVISED SPECIAL PSRMIT NO. 5740 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD 

WASHINGTON. O.C. iOMO 

Pursuant to 49 CFR 170.15 of the Department of Transportation 
(DOT) Hazardous Materials Regulations, at amended, and on the 
basis of the August: 18, 1969, petition by the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee: 

Special Permit Mo. 5740 Is hereby amended by revising para-
graph 2 as follows: 

n2. The packaging authorized by this permit shall 
consist of a 66-inch diameter spherical cask weld-
roent with a 1/2 inch thick stainless steel outer 
shell and a one-inch thick steel inner shell with 
the intervening cavity filled with a 32-inch thick-
ness of Blackburn Llraonite Concrete. The contents 
shall be contained within a DOT Specification 2K 
container of stainless steel, or other materials 
of equivalent physical strength and fire resistance. 
The inner cavity dimensions are 3H diameter by 6" 
long. The cask weight Is 11 3/4 tons. The package 
is identified as the TRU Ten Ton Californium Shipping 
Container, Model ORNL 10-S-21-211, and is described 
on ORNL Drawing Numbers M-12166-CD-019-D-1 and 67-
9815R2." 

All other terms of this permit as revised remain unchanged. 
The complete permit currently in effect consists of the 
original issue, and the First and Second Revisions. 

Issued at Washington, D.C.: 

Federal Highway Administration 
Address all inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Materials 
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Washington, D.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits. 

Dist: a, d, h, i 
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D E P A R T M E N T O F T R A N S P O R T A T I O N 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S90 

SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 5740 
THIRD REVISION 

Pursuant to 49 CFR 170.15 o£ the Department of Transportation 
(DOT) Hazardous Materials Regulations, as amended, and on the 
basis of the July 27. 1970, petition by the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee: 

Special Permit No. 5740 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. Paragraph (2) is hereby changcd by adding an 
additional ORNL reference drawing No. M-11230--EN-
017-D-i to describe a modification which permits 
the replacement of ball valves with shield plugs. 
2. Paragraph (7) is amended to read as follows: 

"7* This permit expires on September 
15, 1972, and may be revoked for cause 
at any time." 

All other terms of this permit as revised xemain unchanged. 
The complete permit currently in effect consists of the 
original issue and the First, Second, and Third Revisions. 
Issued at Washington, D.C.: 

W! *u piste f55rSr 
Por the Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 

Address all inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Materials 
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Washington, D.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits. 
Dist: a,«d, h, i 


